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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the name of the out-of-band system management connection for SC9000 systems?
A. iDRAC
B. MMC
C. IPMI
D. iLo
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
An engineer is troubleshooting access point placement issues and suspects that poor
placement is causing connectivity issues. When running the show client detail <mac>
command, the engineer notices this output. Which option indicates poor access point
placement?
A. high signal-to-noise ratio
B. excessive number of bytes sent compared to bytes received
C. excessive number of data retries
D. duplicate received packets
E. poor statistics for the last 90 seconds
F. low ratio signal strength indicator

Answer: C,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag each IPv6 prefix on the left to its use on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
FF02::1 = All link-local nodes on a segment
FF02::5 = all OSPFv3 routers
FF02::6 = OSPFv3 designated routers
FF02::A = all EIGRPv6 routers
FF02::D = All PIM routers
FF05::2 = all site local routers

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which equation correctly illustrates the cost variance of a project, in dollars?
A. BCWP/BCWS
B. BCWP-BCWS
C. BCWP/ACWP
D. BCWP-ACWP
Answer: D
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